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LiDAR-enhanced (T2) inventory fundamentals
•

Ontario is investing >$85M to modernize the FRI in the Managed Forest Zone

•

From a principally photo-interpreted (T1) to a LiDAR-enhanced (T2) inventory

•

The end product is FIM-compliant and will look like T1 in terms of polygons and
core attributes, but how it’s produced is different – leverages and builds off past
investments, enhances with LiDAR

Benefits
• Inventory enhancement (FMP, wood supply):
•
•
•
•

•

More accurate volumes
Consistent estimation of inventory attributes
Measures of bias or uncertainty for each attribute
Automation of inventory production

Ancillary LiDAR products, e.g., hydrology, water network, etc
Examples of value-added opportunities (beyond FRI Program accountability)

Forest industry
Culvert and road
placements, viewing
within-block variability in
conditions

ROD
Other sectors
View-scape analysis,
Municipalities, mining
slope-dependent AOC
development, corridor
placements,
wildlife/habitat monitoring

Research/science
Digital soils mapping,
KTTD, Silva21
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LiDAR-enhanced (T2) inventory fundamentals,
continued

T2 applies an Area-Based Assessment (ABA) model using a 400
m2 cell size
•

Requires new acquisitions of 2 key data sources:
•
•

Single photon LiDAR (SPL)
Field data to train and validate the LiDAR models that are used
to predict inventory attributes

•

Field data come from ground plots selected based on the LiDAR
profile in each FMU, with ground data targeted for collection within
1-2 years of the LiDAR

•

The inventory for any given FMU can be produced once both data
sets are available

•

Data are collected in step with Ontario’s FMP process, weather and
resources-deployment dependent
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Status of required data collections: LiDAR
LiDAR acquisition
(outsourced)
•

“Wall-to-wall” across the
Managed Forest Zone
(455,000 km2)

•

Began 2018 in-step with the
FMP process, weather,
atmospheric, and deployment
conditions permitting

•

227,407 km2 acquired to date;
14 FMUs fully completed

Note: T2 provides a limited amount
of new imagery (91,000 km2); status
is ~14,000 km2 remaining to acquire
for the Pic Forest
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Status of required data collections: LiDAR, continued
FMUs for which LiDAR acquisition is complete

•

Algonquin Park *

•

Nipissing *

•

Dog River-Matawin

•

Pineland

•

French-Severn *

•

Romeo Malette *

•

Gordon Cosens

•

Boundary Waters

•

Hearst *

•

Spanish

•

Kenogami *

•

Temagami

•

Pic *

•

White River *

*Asterisks denote units that will also have new imagery. Only the Pic imagery remains to be flown.
FMUs with nearly complete LiDAR acquisition: Black Spruce and Lakehead.
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Status of required data collections: Field data
Field data acquisition (outsourced)
•

Network of 400 m2 field plots representing the structural variability in each FMU
(defined by LiDAR), independent of species
•

Uses existing GY plots where suitable, otherwise samples missing structural conditions

•

Began in 2019, proceeding in-step with LiDAR acquisition (within 1-2 years)

•

Inventory production is in progress for asterisked* FMUs and will proceed left to
right in the table
2019 (pilot)

Romeo Malette*

Field data collection start year for FMUs with LiDAR
2020
2021
2022

Algonquin*

Nipissing

Gordon Cosens

French-Severn

Boundary Waters

Temagami

Dog RiverMatawin*

Black Spruce
(continuing)

Pineland

Kenogami
(continuing)

Hearst (continuing)

Pic

TBA

2023+

Spanish
White River
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T2 inventory production
First phase: Standard process to produce a core FIM-compliant FRI
•

Apply a standard Area-Based-Approach (ABA) methodology to generate observed
and predicted (modelled) attributes from the LiDAR and ground plot data
Spatially clip LiDAR point cloud data to correspond to ground plot locations/data
Generate predictions
• Produce raster inventory layers (20 m x 20 m) for core inventory attributes
Note: Tested against Linear Mode LiDAR on Romeo Malette and Petawawa Research forests
•
•

•

Tailor for Ontario FMP system, including FIM-compliance:
•
•

Use Ontario/Canadian published equations (e.g., height/diameter, volume, biomass)
Integrate new inventory attributes with existing T1 inventory (PCI/OPI) polygons, species,
and updated age

•

FFT-KTTD proponents are refining and standardizing the inventory development
process for Ontario; the FRI Program will then automate and apply it to all FMUs

•

FFT-KTTD proponents are processing one prototype FMU per ROD Region now,
which will give you the opportunity (2022) to see, understand, and plan how you
will use the T2 inventory, in your own context:
•
•
•

NER: Romeo Malette (complete)
NWR: Dog River-Matawin
SR: Algonquin Park (and possibly also French-Severn)
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T2 inventory production, continued
Second phase: Issues identification and correction
•

•

T2 quality issues are generally associated with merging T1 (T1
provides polygons, species, updated age):
•

LiDAR showing two tier conditions in areas where T1 was
interpreted not to have any

•

Known species composition errors from T1 (opportunity to fix)

•

Need for adjusting polygon lines

The FRI Program will:
•

Use LiDAR and remote sensing analysis to help identify areas of
interest – gaps, mismatches, or other areas needing
improvement

•

Address these areas in a targeted way, partly by reinterpretation of some T1 areas
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Rollout – What FRI is generating, how, and when
Vendor-delivered products from LiDAR acquisition
•

This is not the inventory, nor is ROD expected to create an inventory from it
(Ian will later highlight examples of things you can optionally do with it)

•

Delivery method: Box of hard drives (interim), transitioning a centralized
cloud-based IM/IT solution

•

Delivery timeline: Soon after LiDAR is acquired for each unit (rolling out now)
“What’s in the box”

• Bare Earth (DTM) derivative
• Canopy Height Model (CHM) derivative
• Classified LiDAR point clouds
• Hydro Break Lines (predicted water polys)
• Stream Network (predicted LiDARderived)

• Canopy Metrics: height percentiles, cover,
density
• Digital Surface Model (DSM) derivative
• Intensity Raster
• Reports: Calibration, control, flight
mission

FRI Program contact for support: Ian Sinclair
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Rollout – What FRI is generating, how, and when,
cont’d
FIM-compliant polygonal T2 inventory for each FMU
What you are getting:
•

Inventory polygon attributes (one geodatabase file per polygon) –
core attributes, plus additional LiDAR-based metrics
•
•
•

•
•

Additional attributes still open for discussion
Limited attributes for stands under 5m (height, basal area)
No management attributes

Polygon layer
Raster layers suite

•

Delivery method: Centralized cloud-based IM/IT solution (Agenda Item #3)

•

Delivery timeline: Normally 4 (boreal) to 5 (GLSL) years in advance of the
FMP date, but may be delays depending in part on IM/IT progression
Note: LiDAR production aspects (normalization, running metrics and attribute
predictors) take weeks to months compared to years for photointerpretation

•

The FRI Program’s responsibility effectively ends after a FIM-compliant
(polygonal) inventory is available
•
•

Growth and yield, MIST, and other aspects of how FRI is used in FMP are not
our responsibility
Where can we help? How do you want to interact?
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Some remaining engagement opportunities for T2
Murray Woods/Margaret Penner KTTD work – prototype core inventories, vertical
structure (ongoing)
• Via your ROD-NER reps: Lindsey Russell, Daniel Kim, Robert Fournier
Note: Murray and Margaret are also willing to provide some more direct tech
transfer/support to ROD, once you are able to work with the data and products

Prototype inventory options to review (KTTD projects)
•

Forsite & UBC individual tree hybrid inventory and segmentation analyses

LRC’s user needs assessment
•

Defining user profiles for an FRI IM/IT solution

Finalizing T2 attributes content, formats, and exchange schedules
•

Forest Information and Data Analysis Group

•

Forest Management Planning Advisory Group

•

Provincial Forest Inventory Advisory Group

Potential project to take FRI outputs through an FMP test run
•

NWR with FRI (Angus Carr) support – would seek NER and SR participation, and
additional support from Murray Woods and Margaret Penner

•

Level of interest?
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Looking ahead to the T3 inventory cycle (2028/29-2038/39)
Next generation of improvements sought by the FRI Program:
•

Using a hybrid ABA-Individual Tree Classification (ITC) inventory production
model

•

Shifting from traditionally defined polygons to new raster-defined
polygons or completely to a raster-based framework (no polygons – policy
decision)

•

Implementing remote methods and machine-learning for tree species ID

•

Moving from a 10-year FRI renewal cycle to a “living” (continuous) forest
inventory, to enable informed decision-making and reporting at any time
•

FMPAG currently exploring the concept of an “evergreen LTMD”,
which would need to be supported by a living inventory

Engagement opportunity: Living Inventory White Paper (Forsite
Consultants Inc.)
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Thank you to our KTTD-2 partners

KTTD2 Project
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Key supporting publications
Standard methodology for an Area-Based Approach (ABA) to inventory
White, J.C., Wulder, M.A., Varhola, A., Vastaranta, M., Coops, N.C., Cook B.D., Pitt, D., and Woods, M. 2013. A best practices guide for generating
forest inventory attributes from airborne laser scanning data using an area-based approach. Canadian Forest Service, Canadian Wood Fibre
Centre, Information Report FI-X-010. 39 pp.
White, J.C., Tompalski, P., Vastaranta, M., Wulder, M.A., Saarinen, N., Stepper, C., and Coops, N.C. 2017. A model development and application
guide for generating an enhanced forest inventory using airborne laser scanning data and an area-based approach. Canadian Forest Service,
Canadian Wood Fibre Centre, Information Report FI-X-018. 38 pp.

Comparison of Single Photon LiDAR (SPL) and Linear-Mode LiDAR (LML)
White, J.C., Woods, M., Krahn, T., Papasodoro, C., B´elanger, D., Onafrychuk, C. and Sinclair, I. 2021. Evaluating the capacity of single photon lidar
for terrain characterization under a range of forest conditions. Remote Sensing of Environment 252, 112169.

Development and assessment of Ontario’s SPL ABA approach
Queinnec, M., Coops, N.C., White, J.C., McCartney, G., and Sinclair, I. 2021. Developing a forest inventory approach using airborne single photon
lidar data: from ground plot selection to forest attribute prediction. Forestry: 1-16, https://doi.org/10.1093/forestry/cpab051
White, J.C., Penner, M. and Woods, M. 2021. Assessing single photon LiDAR for operational implementation of an enhanced forest inventory in
diverse mixedwood forests. The Forestry Chronicle 97(1): 78-96.
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Object Based Image Analysis

Predicted and Actual Volumes

Forest Resources Inventory: Term 2
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• LiDAR is providing new
opportunities for strategic, tactical
and operation applications within
forestry in Ontario
• Structurally guided sampling
• Area based Approach Inventories
• Vegetation Sampling Network :remeasuring and establishment
• Leveraging Provincial models
• W2W inventories / Poly
Inventories

Outline

• Visualization and analytics for
planning decisions
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Lidar Enhancements

Correlation of Actual Harvest by diameter and volume metrics
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Bridges between Strategic
and Operational planning

Strategic Forest Management
Planning
Aggregated Information related with several forest
operations

Policies Long term decisions

Forest/Industry status

Tactical Forest Planning

Non aggregated Information on new operations
Interactions occurring between spatial and temporal decisions
Anticipation of the supply chain
Need to account for distinct agents and locations over the procurement network

Resources Allocation
Monthly Scheduling

Resources
Demand
Supply

Operational Forest Planning
Large amounts of detailed information on one operation
Requirement of integration and execution of updates for real time planning
Daily Scheduling
Equipment/ Crews/ Shifts

Exec Updates

Forest Operations Control
Daily/hourly reporting on ongoing operations (progress, weather, mill supply)

Project Timeline – Multi Year Project Area Based Assessed Inventory
Year 1 of 2
•

SPL Acquisition occurs at the block level

•

LiDAR ABA predictor surfaces created to support
field sampling program

•

LiDAR ABA preliminary modeling underway

•

LiDAR data delivered late winter /early spring

SPL Products

CHM

DSM

DTM

Digital Terrain Model Hillshade 2018 SPL
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Year 2-3
Year 2 -3
• Field program to remeasure and establish
calibration plots – May/June – September
• Targeted plot establishment
• Plot summaries produced for modeling
• Finalize Models
• Ht predictions (CHM/Topht/Lorey’s Ht)
• Basal area & Basal Area by Size Class
• Dbhq
• Volume (GTV, GMV)
• Biomass
• Etc.

Canopy Height Model
2018 SPL

Digital Terrain Model Hillshade
2018 SPL
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Structurally guided sampling design, leveraging existing plots
establishing new plots.
257 plots: 97 existing G&Y, 20 IMF, 160 new
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Plot
overviews
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SPL LiDAR Enhanced Inventory Rasters 20m
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T2 polygon inventory attributes and
instituted constraints for all stands
with age > 20 years
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Inventory attributes summarized from calibration plots and predicted from LiDAR. Volume estimates came from
Zakrzewski and Penner 1983. Biomass estimates came from Lambert et al. 2005.
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Raster prediction for GMV_NL and the corresponding mean polygon information are presented below. The
addition of Q15 and Q85 values allows the users of the inventory to also know that 70% of the GMV_NL
pixels are between the Q15 and Q85 values for the polygon .

Example of a GMV_NL raster prediction and mean T2 Polygon
summary. Mean GMV_NL is labeled in each polygon along
with the 15th and 85th quantile value.
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CHM – Hydro break lines and
predicted streams

Thank you to our project Partners :

KTTD2 Project

Contact: ian.sinclair@Ontario.ca

